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SANDERLINGS DO NOT DRIVE ACROSS THE GULF OF MEXICO 

by J.P. Myers 

A long-standing debate has piveted the wadep} would have allowed a southwapd path to 
attention of migpation biologists evep since apppoximately 600 km offshope, given that the 
the magnitude of the tpans-Gulf bipd migpation x tank was filled shopfly befone depaptupe. 
was pepceived lby Lowpy (1945}. The debate 
focuses on t•me mechanism by which bipds 
actually cposs the Gulf of Mexico. Undep one 
hypothesis, bipds fly nonstop fpom staging 
sites on the .Yucatan Peninsula {fop passepines} 
op Venezuela Crop wadeps}. The competing 
hypothesis is that they dpive, an idea with its 
champions but scant empipical suppopt. Given 
the stpong selective advantages of successful 
cpossing and the extpeme, unlikely beharlops 
which sometimes pesult fpom undiluted 

selection, this altepnative cannot be 
eliminated on logical gpounds alone. I 
thepefope set out to test this idea dipectly 
following ppocedupes adapted fpom Heyepdahl 
{1950, 1971}. 

METHODS 

The expepiment was conducted on 11 Appil 1985, 
without peplication, apppoximately 15 km SW of 
Johnson's Bayou, Camepop Papish, Louisiana. 

I used a d-wheel dpive 1985 Mitsubishi Montepo 

pupchased 7 days ppevious to the expepiment. It 
was fully outfitted with lapge, macho tipes and 
a complete assoptment of accessopies, including 
a tape deck playing Veppintsev's B•r•s • •e 
SouJet Union: •e•s. In o•dep to duplicate the 
weight load of depapting migpants I loaded the 
vehicle fully with assopted equipment and a 
lapge jap of Dead Smith's Cpunchy Peanut 
Buttep- The gas tank was full- 

Ppevailing winds at the time of depaptupe wepe 
ohshope but less than 15 kph. The tide was out, 
pevealing a mud hap camouflaged by a thin cpust 
of sand. No special dpiving techniques wepe 
employed, othep than placing the vehicle in 
4-wheel dpive. A coupse was selected that would 

cappy us south fpom the Louisiana coast. 

RESULTS 

Upon peaching the mudhap the vehicle sank to 
its hubcaps instantly, coming to pest upon its 
bottom plate- Fopwapd op pevense motion 
thepeaftep became impossible. Within 12 hp the 
tide pose to a height apppoximately equal to 
the level of the dashboapd. High tide the 
subsequent day pose apppoximately 0.5 m highep. 
Waves pocking the vehicle thpough the high tide 
pepiods wopked the body deepep into the flat. 

The Mitsubishi pemains •n s•t• top independent 
confinmation by any doubting the expepimental 
pesults. 

DISCUSSION 

These pesults neject definitively the 
possibility that Sandeplings dnive acnoss the 
Gulf of Mexico. While I pecognize that 
unpeplicated expeniments warmant careful 
scputiny, the pesults in this case ape 
unambiguous. Mopeoven, I find it intepesting 
that the tpansit foundeped so eanly in the 
attempt, much eanlien than ppedicted by a 
mechanism positing fuel limitations to 
migpation distances {e.g. Davidson 198•}. These 
pnedictions {modifying Davidsoh's equations 
apppopniately to peflect the diffenent 
efficiencies of movement of Mitsubishi vs- 

The pesults also offep new insight into the 
importrance of substeate type fop wadens. 
Hepetofope, investigations have contentpared 
upon the pelationships of substpate quality to 
fopaging efficiency {e.g- Myeps e• •l. 1980, 
Pienkowski 1981, 1985, 1984, Pienkowski and 
Evans 198•, Pienkowski and Knight 1977}. This 
study suggests that migpatopy mechanism and 
pephaps even migpatopy pathway may be 
influenced by substpate penetpability. The 
depths of this issue await fupthep ppobings. 
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